
HOW TO PRINT KITCHEN ORDER TICKET (KOT) IN BILLING REGISTER?



Click on the 
Sales menu 

button



Click on 
Sales
button



In Billing Register, 
we call KOT as ‘Sale 
Slip’. Click here to 
Print the Sale Slip.



Or, you can 
click here to 
Print Preview 
the Sale Slip.



This is the preview of the Sale Slip (KOT) which may then 

be passed on to the kitchen staff for order processing.



As soon as the 3 items are served to the customer (let’s assume that she is dining 

at a table in the restaurant), we proceed to mark the items as ‘Completed’.





Now, suppose, after a while the customer orders another item – say, Strawberry 

Crunch Dessert. We add it here on the Sales form and then print a Sale Slip again 

for the kitchen staff to process the order. Let’s see how it turns up.



As you can see, the first 3 items which were already served to the customer and marked as ‘Completed’ are struck-through, 

therefore the kitchen staff would ignore those and prepare only the fourth item (Strawberry Crunch Dessert).

This was the process by which you could use (printed) KOT to manage the kitchen workflow. But there’s another way too. 

If you want to have one or more screen(s) installed in the kitchen for the staff to directly see the pending tasks for them to process/cook, 

you can use the ‘Pending Tasks’ feature of Billing Register. Hence, you would’t need to print the KOT.

Let’s see how to use it.



First of all, we need to define the ‘tasks’ in the system.



Click on 
General 

Master Data 
menu button



Click here 
on this 
button



After 
unlocking the 
form, click 
here to add 
a new task



We would add a task named ‘Cooking’ to assign it to those items which need to be ‘cooked’. 

Also, we would assign a chef ‘Kyle Simpson’ as the ‘Default Responsible Person’ to complete the task.



‘Cooking’ 
task is 

now added



Let’s add 
another 

task



We would add another task named ‘Preparation’ to assign it to those items which just need to be ‘prepared’, not cooked.

Also, we would assign another chef ‘Nathan Holmes’ as the ‘Default Responsible Person’ to complete the task.



‘Preparation’ 
task is now 
added too



Next, we need to define the tasks at the 

item-level in the Inventory.



Click on the 
‘Inventory’ 

menu button



Click on 
the ‘Items’ 

button



After unlocking 
the form, let’s 

select this item 
for demo purpose



Click on 
Miscellaneous

tab



Let’s assign 
‘Cooking’ task 
for this item.





Next, let’s 
select this 

item



Click on 
Miscellaneous

tab

Then assign 
‘Preparation’ 
task for this 

item



Now, let’s move to ‘Sales’ form



We added those two items (for which we defined tasks) in this new Sale for this demo.

Now let’s open the ‘Pending Tasks’ form.



Click on the 
Sales menu 

button



Click on the 
‘Pending 

Tasks’ button



Clearly, the tasks for the 2 items we added in the Sale are visible here as pending 

tasks for the respective employees.

You can install a computer in the kitchen with Billing Register running on it and this 

‘Pending Tasks’ form open for the kitchen staff to get orders from.



There are various filters available too. You can configure the filters to get 

the desired set of data as needed by the workflow of your kitchen.



You can filter pending 
tasks by Employee Name. 
It’s especially useful if 

you plan to install a 
separate PC for each 

member of your staff.



Clicking on 
‘Complete Task’ 
button removes 
the task from 

the list.
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